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US-soldiers speak their mind

INTRO
If the US government is

openly upset over their soldiers urinating on Taliban
corpses, it is only like parents of a serial killer and
mass murderer who cannot
believe that their offspring
just picked his nose. And
this applies to other topics
as well. We always only see
the tip of the ice berg. So
carry this V&C into the entire world! That is the only
way it will become light and
villains of all kinds will
surface.
Ivo Sasek

Greece’s bankruptcy:
elegant redistribution
of debt
ham. The creativity of high
finance and the finance oligarchs shows its true extend in
the face of Greece’s bankruptcy: The newly installed government introduced special taxes
on property in a rushed law.
The amount depends among
other things on the size of living area (3-16€ per m2) and is
collected with the next electricity bill. “In the case of non-payment of the tax the utility companies are bound by law to cut
off the power for the affected
building and not restore it until
the debt is paid in full.”

Does bank and office
Film witnesses about the daily men and children. Terror in the secrecy protect Swiss
war crimes of the US-Army: name of fighting terror? Source: corruption?
the merciless slaughter of unarmed and defenseless men, wo-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=a-PqKLmfFjE&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
90OYp2hdTMU,

US desire for war
The US Congress will soon vote on a law that is intended to
literally pave the way for a
worldwide war without end
and without clear enemies. The
bill contains the so-called Sleeper Provision that makes it possible for the president to legally
utilize military arms against
every nation that is thought to
harbor terrorists – regardless of

whether there is an immediate
threat or not. This new authority may also be applied to American citizens at any time in the
USA itself. The law neither
outlines a time frame for its
validity nor other restricting criteria.
Source:
http://www.aclu.org/new-authorization-worldwide-war-without-end

Does Gaddafi’s execution mirror
our western value standard?
tzw. According to US president
Obama, Gaddafi’s death marks a
historic day. Meanwhile there are
various videos of Gaddafi’s
death circulating through the Internet. While already wounded,
the overthrown leader was beaten,
pulled by the hair, ripped of his
clothes, abused and executed.
This approach was neither condemned in our media nor by our
politicians. Humanity and justice
aren’t proven in parliamentary

speeches, but in the way we treat
our enemies. If we declare the
sadistic battering of a defenseless
man to be an historic event, we
might ask ourselves whether we
are so much better than the recently overthrown regime.
Source:
http://earththreats.com/2011/10/video
-shows-muammar-gaddafibeing-sodomized/

„It is very dangerous to be
right about things that great
people are wrong about.“
Voltaire

The business with the fear

Medicine is the biggest source of
revenue worldwide. How much
Source:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2 money the pharmaceutical industry
011/sep/11/greece-emergency- earns by spreading fear alone can
property-tax only be guessed. A formerly secret, so called „forties-study“ that
„Money has no home
recently became public conveys a
country. Bankers are
terrifying picture. Within a test
without patriotism and
three groups of people were gidecency; their only goal
ven drinking water contaminated
is profit.“
by cholera bacteria. The first
Napoleon
group drank the water without

knowing that it was polluted. Surprisingly, no one from this group
died from it. The second group
was told that the water is contaminated after they had drunken it.
Thereupon almost all of them
died. The third group was given
clean drinking water and was told
that they consumed contaminated
water whereupon more than half
of the people died. Just like there
is a positive dynamic trough joy

rm. The bank employee who uncovered the contradictions in the
foreign currency exchange of
Hildebrand, the now resigned
president of the Swiss national
bank, is being rigorously persecuted (dismissal and prosecution)!
Contrary to the offender. According to president WidmerSchlumpf there was no need to
end their cooperation.
When he resigns, Hildebrand
will receive one further annual
salary of close to 1 million Swiss
francs. And this is where the cry
of Esther Wyler, the witness accused of violating office secrecy
in the case of a Zurich social
service affair, carries massive
weight: “If it is a question of
morals, then neither do laws protect the whistleblower nor can
administrations, authorities, economy or politics help: The corruption is too strong, own interests too dominant.”
But then widespread disclosure
would be a necessity!
Source:
1. http://economicsnewspaper.com/
spain/the-former-president-of-theswiss-central-bank-will-charge-a-fullyear-after-resigning-108164.html
2. http://lubbockonline.com/filedonline/2012-01-09/swiss-nationalbank-chief-quits-amid-tradesuproar#.TylBBIFs2Mc

of living there is also a negative
one trough fear. Yet to turn this
into a profitable business instead
of helping is despicable.
The power-system medicine has
to be held accountable urgently
Source:
and thoroughly.
„A medical insider tells all“,
Chapter 6, Book by Prof. Dr. Peter Yoda
(available only in German)
http://www.amazonpreserving.com/
docs/YODAInside.pdf
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Ever more intense
citizen surveillance -T

The Hildebrand affair

gf. The data protection officer Jörg
Klingbeil warns of a total surveillance at the European soccer championship. At the presentation of the
data protection report he criticized
a planned face recognition trial at
the stadium in Karlsruhe, Germany, as well as the comparison of
lists of persons with anti-terror
files. Unnoticed from the public
eye there are many similar research plans. In INDECT, a project of the European Union, they
are combining surveillance cameras, face recognition, software,
drones and online research. This
total surveillance is supposed to be
tested for the first time in Poland
and the Ukraine during the European soccer championship in 2012.
In Germany this would be unconSource:
stitutional.

ss. Philipp Hildebrand, the now
resigned president of the Swiss
national bank, is a member of the
G-30, one of the international
circles of the most powerful bankers and industrialist in the
world founded by the Jewish Rockefeller Foundation. Under the
yoke of this organization, Hildebrand burned through 50 billion
Swiss francs with risky Euro
purchases in 2011. Following
that, he caused the defending of
a minimum exchange rate for the
Swiss franc, which in the case of

the collapse of the Euro would
mean the end of the Swiss franc.
All at the cost of the people! In
December 2011 it was revealed
that Hildebrand’s wife had, with
his knowledge as the president of
the national bank, brokered private deals and therefore used his
decisions to cash in upon. This is
a crime for which an average
banker would get one to three
years of prison for insider trading.
Instead of reporting this neutrally
the mass media began a diffuse
image campaign for Hildebrand

Sexual freedom: American 'zoophiles'
take on the language of equality

wa. The British historian Dr. Tim term marriage must not only be
Stanley wrote on October 5th used when talking about human
2011 in “The Telegraph” about partners, as long as both partners
today’s zoophilia. (zoophilia: sex- are connected with each other by
mutual love and lifelong responBased on a German statement of Joachim ual acts with animals, formerly
Rüeck, Heilbronner Stimme of 13.12.11, known as buggery/bestiality). sibility. The historian calls these
www.baden-wuerttemberg.datenschutz.de/
arguments for “sexual freedom”
lfd/pm/2011/12_12_vorab.pdf The article mentions some specific cases of zoophilia with ani- and the “language of equality”
Peru installs 10 year
mals: horses, dolphins, even a “perverse logic”, bizarre and imban on genetically
moral.
goat which suffocated in the act.
Source:
engineered plants
There are increasing efforts of the http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/timst
anley/100108943/the-gay-rightspb. There is another way to handle zoophiles to be recognised as a
movement-has-emboldened-americasgenetic engineering. The plenary “sexual minority”. Their aim: The
bestiality-advocates/
meeting of the Peruvian congress
,
„One crime must be covered by another.“
recently passed a ten year ban on
the import, the farming, and cultiSeneca, Roman philosopher, 1st century AD
vation of genetically engineered
plants. Anibal Huerta, president of Legal protection
Vaccinations: License
the agricultural commission of Pe- instead of imprisonment to Print Money?
ru, considered the ban necessary sk. After a series of judicial set- “Initially cost reduction had also been
since the use of the biotechnology
backs the defenders of the an argument for vaccinations becauharbors immense danger. Genetiparent's right of education have se prophylaxis is usually cheaper
cally modified plants are responthan therapy. But for a long time
now won a victory.
sible for a lot of disorder and maThe Higher Administrative vaccinations have become cost driny illnesses and destroy the
vers in the health system. For the
natural variety. In many areas, the Court in Münster (Westfalen) pharmaceutical companies the vacciself-replenishing agricultural sys- granted parents the right to exem- nation system is like a license to
tem was replaced with endless pt their child from a film presen- print money. The interdependence
fields of genetically modified tation with spiritualist contents of pharmaceutical companies, sciplants such as corn and soy beans. for religious reasons. The school ence and state is probably unique
This is what Peru has stopped. The board had strictly refused this. even in the health system and should
governments here should follow During recent years several pa- make the officials of the health insutheir example and finally stop the rents in Germany were impri- rance companies and politicians and
soned because they wanted to even more every patient listen up.“
genetic farming!
Source:
http://current.com/technology/93529426_
exempt their children from i.e. Every year worth of vaccinations
perus-congress-approvessexual education classes because (e.g. against cervical cancer) earns
10-year-gmo-ban.htm
the pharmaceutical companies the
of their profession of faith.
Source to the right article:
http://www.drjudithreisman.com/archives/ Let us continue to campaign that royal amount of about 150 million
Source: originals source,
2010/09/legalized_child.html the laws anchored in the charter Euros.
translated from German, Naturarzt
in German only: http://kultur-und– Ihr Gesundheitsratgeber 2/2009
medienonline.blogspot.com/2012/01/ (German “constitution”) may be
http://www.fionamckenzie.co.uk/pdfs/
oberverwaltungsgericht- applied again.
munster-schuler.html

and a cold-blooded persecution
of national adviser Christoph
Blocher, who uncovered the
fraud. Yet since the burden of
proof became too heavy, Hildebrand had to resign on January
9th , 2012. When will we again
prosecute the person who set the
fire instead of the person who
reports it?
Source:
1.: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Group_of_Thirty
2.: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Philipp_Hildebrand

Coward
cell phone companies
rs. „Safe“ cell phone radiation
raises doubts? It is known that
there is a lung cancer type which is
caused by asbestos. But the compensation claims of asbestos-affected patients were recently dismissed in court. Reason: Statute of
Limitations. What these asbestospoisoned people of the 80s are experiencing today threatens the mobile
phone users in the near future. (In
Switzerland the statute of limitations is effective after 10 years!)
The operators Swisscom, Sunrise
and Orange as well as the mobile
phone manufacturer Motorola,
Apple and Samsung supposedly
learn from the asbestos story and
wisely protect themselves and their
business. They refuse to sign a limitation waiver which two liability
lawyers presented to them. Why do
you think? Don’t they believe in the
safety of their cell phone radiation
themselves, as they always advertise this? This is highly disturbing!
German Source: Dominique Streber:
„Strahlung. Feige Handybetreiber“, Zeitschrift „Beobachter“,
Ausgabe 24/2011.
1.: http://www.beobachter.ch/justizbehoerde/gesetzerecht/artikel/strahlung_feigemobilfunkanbieter/
Similar English website to this topic:
Download 29.02.2012.
2.: http://articles.mercola.com/sites/
articles/archive/2009/09/03/BrainDamage-From-Mobile-PhoneRadiation.aspx
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Conclusion ●
„The healthy are the only
ones who ever helped insurance companies - and as
thanks the make the healthy
sick with horrific fees.“
Ivo Sasek
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